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Preamble

The trusted business 
internet.

In the era of 
blockchain, paper 
is history. It is too 
slow and prone to 

error or even willful 
tampering.

Traditionally, trust 
was established 

with physical, paper 
documents.

Blockchain is faster, 
more reliable, and 
more efficient for 

automation.

In business,  
trust is everything.

It is immutable. 
Auditable. 

Confidential. Neutral. 
Contactless. Secure.



Blockchain is clearly  
the future.
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Building comprehensive digital 
trust for the most secure 
confidential document transfer
Global trade is fundamental to the success of the global society, as it is a vehicle for the 
exchange, shipping, and provision of goods from one part of the world into another. This 
was especially well-proven in 2020, when the pandemic struck and slowed down and even 
partially disabled whole supply chains. 

The events brought to light the numerous issues of the global trade business that relies 
heavily on outdated processes. All the industry suddenly felt the need to boost digitalization 
and adapt to the new reality, where digital and contactless business is preferred over full 
paper contact.

It became clear that it makes no sense that most of the global shipping, trade, finance, 
and manufacturing industry still too often relies – in whole or in part – on the slow and 
cumbersome processing of paper documents. Often, this was for a reason! A lot of trade still 
relies on documents of title to prove the ownership of goods. Whoever owns the paper owns 
the goods. So the paper is actually worth as much as the goods themselves! 

Documents of title in logistics, such as Bills of Lading, air waybills, financial documents 
such as letters of credit, and other important documents still travel with courier services, 
independently of the cargo, to act as documents of title, receipts for shipped goods, 
contracts between carriers and shippers, or performing other documentary business 
functions where high accuracy, accountability, and responsibility is expected.  

Luckily, blockchain technology – a cryptographically built and distributed data concept 
of providing a neutral, public, secure ledger with capabilities to own, transact, and prove 
ownership of digital assets (so-called tokens, and digitized assets that are tokenized) has 
come to prominence in recent years. The concept was developed in the public domain and 
has been thoroughly tested in various models – among them, cryptocurrencies. 

CargoX leverages the security and decentralization of blockchain technology and its smart 
contracts to develop a set of exciting new products for global trade and accompanying 
industries.

CargoX uses blockchain technology to introduce a new, unseen level of document 
processing trust among business partners.
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Executive summary
The CargoX Platform for Blockchain Document Transfer (BDT) gives users the world’s 
easiest way to upload documents and provides the tools for their secure and instant 
transactions. 

What is new is that now users can also   

transfer ownership 
of documents. 
A feature that was previously only possible with the 
transfer of paper!

All this is possible thanks to the neutral, public blockchain – the glue that will bind the 
businesses of the future. It will help them imbue and foster trust in document and data 
processes.

The platform is secure, fast, decentralized, transparent, automated, flexible, neutral, 
accessible, interoperable, trustworthy, confidential, and user-friendly. It can be used as a 
stand-alone online service, or in a custom single-window system integrated via API. It can 
trigger processing and accounting, as well as security and analytical events. 

Why?
When sending documents of title or any other highly sensitive documents to their business 
partners or customers, companies struggle with slow, expensive, and unreliable paper 
delivery services – and email just doesn’t provide the functions needed. Why, then, do 
companies endure this painful process?

How?
The CargoX platform helps users transfer documents of title and other documents, 
encrypted at the highest confidentiality level, as well as transfer the ownership of those 
documents�
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It is based on a neutral, public blockchain, which enables an audit trail of events only to 
the participants involved – while preserving total confidentiality and full data, identity, and 
business connection privacy.

CargoX solution is a laser-focused tool for blockchain document transfer. We use extremely 
secure digital keys to transfer digital documents & data to your chosen recipients. Users 
can upload or create documents – and then transact them, just like through a bank, in a 
trustworthy, decentralized environment, with a clear audit trail for all participants involved. 
Compared to traditional paper document processing methods, it is simply lightning-fast!

Corporate users love the CargoX combination of the 
well-known concepts of email, banking transactions, 
and simple document functionalities, facilitated 
through an efficient user interface, or proven API 
technology for integrations into existing workflows.
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Glossary
As the CargoX Platform itself, this document also bridges and unites two worlds – the world 
of global trade and that of information technology (IT). For easier understanding, we have 
provided definitions for some of the frequently used terms.

Bill of Lading 
(B/L)

A Bill of Lading (sometimes abbreviated to B/L or BoL) is a 
document issued by a carrier (or their agent) to acknowledge the 
receipt of cargo for shipment. In British English, the term relates 
to sea transport only, and in American English to any method of 
transportation of goods.

Incoterms The Incoterms rules or International Commercial Terms are a series 
of predefined commercial terms published by the International 
Chamber of Commerce (ICC) relating to international commercial 
law. They are widely used in international commercial transactions 
or procurement processes, as their use in international sales is 
encouraged by trade councils, courts, and international lawyers.

Letter of Credit 
(L/C)

A Letter of Credit is a written commitment by a bank issuer, after a 
request by an importer, that payment will be made to the beneficiary 
(exporter), provided that the terms and conditions stated in the L/C 
have been met. A Letter of Credit is a method of payment that is an 
important part of international trade. An L/C works in a similar way 
to an escrow (money held by a third party on behalf of transacting 
parties).

TEU The twenty-foot equivalent unit (TEU) is an inexact unit of cargo 
capacity often used to describe the capacity of container ships and 
container terminals. It is based on the volume of a 20-foot-long (6.1 
m) intermodal container, a standard-sized metal box that can be 
easily transferred between different modes of transportation, such 
as ships, trains, and trucks. 

Exporter The term export means the sending of goods or services produced 
in one country to another country. The seller of such goods and 
services is referred to as an exporter; the foreign buyer is referred to 
as an importer.
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Importer An import is a good or goods brought into a jurisdiction, 
especially across a national border, from an external source. 
The party bringing in the goods is called an importer. An import 
in the receiving country is an export from the sending country. 
Importation and exportation are the defining financial transactions 
of international trade.

Shipper Someone who orders, provides, or sends goods for shipment by 
packaging, labeling, and arranging for transit, or who coordinates 
the transport of goods.

NVOCC A freight forwarder, forwarder, or forwarding agent, also known as 
a non-vessel operating common carrier (NVOCC), is a person or a 
company that organizes shipments for individuals or businesses 
to get goods from the manufacturer or producer to a market, 
customer, or final point of distribution.

Carrier A common carrier in common-law countries (corresponding to a 
public carrier in civil law systems, usually called simply a carrier) 
is a person or company that transports goods or people for any 
person or company and that is responsible for any possible loss of 
the goods during transport. Carriers are sometimes also referred to 
as a VOCC (vessel operating common carrier).

Consignee (Cnee) In a contract of carriage, the consignee is the entity that is 
financially responsible (the buyer) for the receipt of a shipment. 
Generally, the consignee is the same as the importer/receiver.

Blockchain The public blockchain is a practically incorruptible digital ledger of 
economic activities that can be programmed to record (financial, 
bookkeeping and process) transactions. Its decentralization 
provides trust in direct peer-to-peer interactions. By design, 
blockchains are inherently resistant to data modification.

Smart B/L The blockchain-based Bill of Lading developed by CargoX preserves 
all paper B/L legacy features and enhances them with benefits 
offered by the decentralized ecosystem, including speed, security, 
and transparency. Additionally, it provides a base for further 
integration of value-added features such as smart contract Letters 
of Credit (L/C), insurance, etc.
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Smart contract A smart contract is a distributed computer program residing on 
the blockchain that will execute itself when special conditions on 
the blockchain are met. Smart contracts can be seen as a service-
providing infrastructure, and every blockchain-based application 
(distributed application – dApp) has a smart contract at its core. 
End-users can use existing smart contracts; they do not need to 
deploy a new smart contract every time they need it (as opposed 
to the real world, where users would need to sign a new contract 
between two parties and could not use a public “template”).

Permanent 
Encrypted 
Decentralised 
Data Storage

Storing any large amount of data, such as years’ worth of 
documents on the blockchain, opens several potential security 
and scalability issues, and, besides, could become prohibitively 
expensive. A two-tier approach offers much better flexibility and 
allows CargoX to focus on its core competence. IPFS has been 
identified as the most suitable decentralized storage service for 
permanent storage. Encryption is mandatory, as all documents and 
non-public metadata are always encrypted. IPFS offers permanent, 
reliable, and economic data storage appropriate for e-archiving.

InterPlanetary File 
System (IPFS)

The InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) is a protocol designed to 
create a permanent and decentralized method of storing and 
sharing files. It is a content-addressable, peer-to-peer hypermedia 
distribution protocol. Nodes in the IPFS network form a distributed 
file system. IPFS is an open-source project developed in 2014 by 
Protocol Labs with help from the open-source community.

Blockchain token A blockchain account can provide functions other than making 
payments, for example in decentralized applications or smart 
contracts – which is the case on the CargoX Platform for 
Blockchain Document Transfer (BDT). Blockchain tokens are 
individual fungible or non-fungible tokens that serve as a digital 
data transport unit for a transaction from one blockchain account 
to another. Tokens can serve as cryptocurrency, or as data 
capsules.
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An introduction to 
blockchain
Blockchains are sets of digital data that users can trust – and they are 
maintained within a blockchain network.

Trust is the foundation and sine qua non of any business. But maintaining 
trust without a central authority, particularly in a global economy, was 
next to impossible until very recently. Until the emergence of blockchain!

A blockchain is essentially a shared accounting ledger that uses 
cryptography and a network of computers to track assets and protect 
the ledger from tampering. A ledger is a continuously growing list of 
records, organized in a chronological chain of entries called blocks. Each 
block typically contains a cryptographic hash from the previous block, a 
timestamp, and the transaction data.

Cryptography replaces third-party intermediaries as the keeper of trust, 
with all participants running complex algorithms to certify the integrity 
of the whole. Through an agreed-upon consensus algorithm, blockchain 
technology allows all participants to verify each entry, which prevents 
illegal transactions and unauthorized duplication of data – so-called 
“double spending” (which might lead to tampering with data).

01
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Public and private blockchain
Most blockchains that you might have heard of are public (open) 
blockchains. They are open to all and use distributed ledgers typically 
managed by a peer-to-peer network collectively adhering to a protocol for 
validating new blocks. Once recorded, the data in any given block cannot 
be altered retroactively without the alteration of all subsequent blocks, 
which requires the confirmation of the network majority – something 
practically impossible in an open blockchain.

Trust is the main attribute of public 
blockchains (such as Bitcoin,  
Ethereum, etc.).
Public blockchains consist of hundreds or even thousands of participants 
who have no knowledge of one another and where no one is in charge 
to enforce rules upon others. In this regard, trust is not a fundamental 
property of proprietary, permissioned, closed, and hybrid blockchain 
solutions (IBM HyperLedger, Ripple, R3 Corda, and others).

Public blockchain technologies secure 99.9% of the world’s crypto assets 
and cryptocurrencies, where huge amounts of value are held. Advanced 
cryptography protects blockchain technologies (and cryptocurrencies) 
and, so far, blockchain has never once been hacked.

To underscore the main advantage and similarity to the existing solution 
– a blockchain is not just a database, but is so much more! Its concept 
design implies that the included nodes (blockchain processors) imply 
trust through cryptography even in trustless environments. 

Get the big picture of blockchain for B2B 
and B2G
In recent years, companies and organizations around the world have 
been building public awareness about blockchain technology and the 
advantages it offers.

One of the most publicized knowledge packages is the World Economic 
Forum’s Blockchain Deployment Toolkit, designed to guide companies 
and organizations through the development and deployment of new 
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blockchain solutions. The toolkit provides tools, resources, and know-
how. It was developed through lessons from and analysis of real projects, 
to help organizations embed best practices and avoid possible obstacles 
in the deployment of distributed ledger technology. It is the culmination 
of more than a year of global collaboration by 100+ leaders and focused 
on supply chain and trade use cases. By bringing together competitors 
in those industries, this toolkit cuts through the hype surrounding 
blockchain and helps newcomers navigate this promising technology.

CargoX is proud to have contributed to the 
WEF project! 
Find the WEF Blockchain Toolkit at the address  
https://widgets.weforum.org/blockchain-toolkit/index.html

An introduction to Ethereum
Ethereum is a public technology powering the cryptocurrency ether (ETH), 
and thousands of decentralized applications that everyone can use and 
no one can take down.

In a way it is a world computer, run distributed on thousands of machines 
with encryption transactional technology embedded at its core. It is a 
synonym with the world's programmable blockchain that can be utilized 
by anyone, anywhere.

Ethereum is a technology that's home to digital money, global payments, 
and truly global applications. The Ethereum developers' community – one 
of the largest in the world – has built a booming digital economy, bold 
new ways for creators to earn online, and so much more.

It is open to everyone.
Find more information at https://ethereum.org 
Ethereum for Enterprise resources https://ethereum.org/en/enterprise
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The Ethereum financial application

Ethereum's decentralized finance (DeFi) system never sleeps. With just 
an internet connection, users can send, receive, borrow, earn interest, and 
even stream funds anywhere in the world.

The Ethereum world computer

But Ethereum is not just for digital money. Anything people can own can 
be represented, traded, and put to use as non-fungible tokens (NFT). 
Users can tokenize art and get royalties automatically every time it is  
re-sold. Or use a token for something they own to take out a loan. 

They can use tokens to transfer ownership 
of documentary assets, such as the 
documents of title and other original 
documents – which is provided through the 
CargoX Platform for Blockchain Document 
Transfer (BDT). 

01
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How smart contracts 
build trust
A smart contract is a computer program 
that runs on a blockchain. 
And that blockchain runs on a secure, distributed network on the internet.

While a standard contract outlines the terms of a relationship (usually 
one enforceable by law), a smart contract enforces a relationship with 
cryptographic code, which is enforceable by the cumulative consensus 
power of the blockchain network. Put differently, smart contracts are 
programs that execute exactly as they were set up by their creators.

Smart contracts can be used to program all kinds of financial or business 
agreements, from auctions and escrows to the handling of tokenized 
digital assets. The solutions can be simple (like a document transfer 
process), or complex, where numerous parties and pieces of information 
can be involved.,

A smart contract is a distributed computer program that resides and 
executes on the blockchain by all blockchain nodes/participants. CargoX 
believes that smart contracts only make sense on a public blockchain, 
where trust is assured by decentralization, as opposed to permissioned, 
i.e. private blockchain, where the consensus is only upheld by a select few 
of participants.

While still in their relative infancy, smart contracts assure 100% 
transparency. The source code of a smart contract is always publicly 
readable, which means they can be verified and audited by anyone and 
everyone. 

All transactions made on the blockchain 
stay on the blockchain forever – including 
smart contracts. 
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Ethereum was the first blockchain platform that introduced the concept 
of programmability, and its Turing-complete programming language 
supported a broader set of computational instructions than Bitcoin before 
it. This allowed developers for the first time ever to use smart contracts in 
a universal way – as a set of rules, deployed on a global “world computer” 
called Ethereum. Smart contracts can communicate with other smart 
contracts, and developers can use functionalities provided by existing 
smart contracts and build on top of that.

Recent years have seen the emergence of many other blockchains 
that also support smart contract programming. But the modularity of 
the exponentially increasing ecosystem of deployed Ethereum smart 
contracts, coupled with the broadest developer community and industry 
support, guarantee Ethereum’s lead over competing blockchains for many 
years to come.

Smart contracts enforce that “the code is the law”� They can:

Handle blockchain-titled assets

Function as “multi-signature” accounts, so that funds are spent only 
when a required percentage of people agree

Manage agreements between users, say, if one buys insurance from 
the other

Provide utility to other contracts (similar to how a software library 
works)

Store information about an application, such as domain registration 
information or membership records
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The most important 
business documents
Change is one of the most difficult processes, and especially for 
organizations. But sometimes it is really necessary! Just to think that 
humanity put a man on the Moon more than 50 years ago, but we are still 
spending billions of dollars every year moving paper documents around 
the world with couriers. 

There are plenty of paper documents and archaic processes in global 
trade, logistics, finance, services, manufacturing, energy, as well as 
governmental and regulatory industries – and they are all ripe for change.

But there are a few specific documents that must be mentioned, as a lot 
of process and responsibility revolves around them!

Bill of Lading
In maritime shipping one document really stands out – The Bill of Lading 
(B/L)� 

Bills of Lading have been used to transfer ownership rights for centuries, 
allowing global commerce to flourish, while maintaining clerical order 
across a complex web of trading networks and partnerships. 

In fact, Bills of Lading have an ancestor going back for as much as 700 
years of history – it was called the book of lading. Both documents were 
used to attest to the cargo contents and ownership forever since the 
owners of the cargo stopped actually travelling together with cargo. 

Letter of Credit
Another widely-used paper document supporting global trade is the Letter 
of Credit (L/C)�

They are processed in the financial sector, which is another industry 
operating with tons of paper documents and complex processes. No 
wonder that L/Cs are usually expensive and slow to obtain!

Currently issued only by banks, the L/C process is entirely paper-based 
and requires many input documents, among them usually a Bill of Lading 
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as well.

Historically, they emerged in Egypt, and in the 20th century they even 
became the basis for forming traveler’s checks, credit cards, and 
automated teller machines.

As seen from the illustration above, the main actors in the global trade 
are:

Producer/manufacturer/exporter/shipper (orders and pays for 
shipping)

NVOCC/logistics company/freight forwarder

Shipping line/carrier

Importer/buyer

Release agent

Importer’s bank

Exporter’s bank

Insurer
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Advance Cargo Information
Among the most important international trade documents a special place 
belongs to the ACI – Advance Cargo Information manifest filing. 

The electronic Advance Cargo Information (ACI) filings are records of 
information needed to identify high-risk cargo prior to loading and/or 
arrival in the port of destination. In this regard the WCO SAFE framework 
harmonizes the ACI information requirements for inbound, outbound, 
and transit shipments by providing the WCO Data Model, to ensure 
compatibility with cross-border regulators and international organizations.

The documents must be provided ahead of loading the cargo, in a timely 
manner, to the customs office of destination, and with strict validity and a 
tamper-proof process. 

Trade, finance and – insurance!
The fourth cornerstone document of global business and trade is for sure 
the insurance certificate.

It is a documentary, non-negotiable proof that the company performing 
services warrants that it is protected and insured against liability for 
accidents and injuries. 

The document needs to be trustworthy and verifiable, as it is a means of 
protection from financial loss, a form of risk management, used to hedge 
against the risk of a contingent or uncertain loss.

The biggest challenge in the industry is how to validate the originality of 
the certificate and the insurance attached in real-time.

Other documents
Of course there are other documents used in global industries as well – 
but they usually do not carry such high values as the above mentioned 
documents, or their processing is not as frequent, or demanding.

Let us just name a few that are also supported on the CargoX Platform: 

bills of materials

advanced remittance notifications

booking confirmations and requests
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buyer reconciliation of request for payment

cargo damage reports

certificates of analysis

certificate of fumigation

certificate of inspection

certificate of insurance

certificate of origin

claims notifications

configure to order documents

container arrival notices

contracts

cover letters

dangerous goods requests

debit credit advice documents

delivery notes

delivery orders

demand letters

export declarations

health certificates

import declarations

insurance policies

invoices

letters of credit

letters of indemnity

letters of intent

non-disclosure agreements

notes

orders

order responses

packing lists
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phytosanitary certificates

pro-forma invoices

requests for payment

settlements

shipping instructions

survey reports

verify copy documents

veterinary certificates

warranties

many more!
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The blockchain 
opportunity for business
Global trade and supply chain experts can point out an infinite number of 
problems and challenges in business document processing, as well as 
other issues. 

But manufacturers, exporters, shippers, financial institutions, energy 
production and distribution companies, service providers, and 
governmental agencies often have a common set of problems, arising 
from the pure fact that paper is often the medium for the most important 
transactions. 

Let us take a look at the main points of pain 
in various industries:

Speed
It takes ages to receive a paper document (a Bill of Lading, letter of credit, 
certificate, or a contract) in a conventional way. 

The issuer sends it to the recipient, and they might have to send it to the 
next recipient, and maybe there is one more hop on the way. In the case 
of ocean shipping, this can take weeks, and the release agent – the last in 
the line, who needs to check the validity and ownership of the document 
– needs a clear and untampered document proving that the goods can be 
released to the person. 

If the document needs to be reissued for whatever reason, it can again 
take days or weeks, big amounts of money, and potential damages. 

Originality issues
The original document can get lost, misplaced, forged, damaged, or even 
stolen. 

This pain is felt mostly by consignees when they need to officially declare 
a B/L lost, which results in weeks of waiting for a new one. Even worse, 
this might induce additional costs, such as demurrage and detention at 
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the port of destination, late cargo arrival penalties, and in the worst case 
even total factory downtime, which can result in a multi-million dollar loss. 

High cost
Paper documents must be prepared, printed, and handled according to 
their high value. The courier delivery between participants in a process 
– anywhere from 2 to 4, sometimes even more entities – is both time-
consuming and extremely expensive, sometimes amounting to hundreds 
of dollars. Losing or misplacing the document further increases costs for 
various participants in the process. 

Potential fraud
Falsifying a paper document nowadays is hardly a difficult task. Falsifying 
an important document, such as a Letter of Credit, or a Bill of Lading, can 
cause great cost and liability for business entities, as well as negative 
publicity, disruption, or undermining of its operations. Nobody knows how 
often it really happens, as companies tend not to brag about it. 

Covid-related issues
In the year 2020, paper document processing caused additional burdens 
for businesses that were struggling to realign their business priorities. 
All of a sudden there was fear of handling physical shipments (paper 
documents), as well as processing holdups, because team members 
were working from home, hence they couldn’t process paper documents 
in a timely manner. 

Difficulties with automation
Paper documents are usually the output at the end of a digital process 
and automating the further processing – for the purpose of control, 
management, processing, or archiving – can take a huge effort. Especially 
if a company processes thousands of documents per month, week, or 
even day. 
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Archiving issues
Archiving paper documents in folders – either per project, customer, or 
some other parameter – is a major challenge by itself, especially in a 
business environment where a certain company has multiple outlets and 
offices around the world. Oversight, auditing, and troubleshooting specific 
jobs can prove to be virtually impossible.

Lack of visibility
Some processes, such as customs Advance Cargo Information 
processing, require the provision of specific documents ahead of the 
departure of goods from the port of origin. In this case, managing such 
an undertaking by using paper documents is most probably impossible, 
as it would add weeks of time to the already tight scheduling and chaotic 
supply chain management.
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The perfect blockchain 
case for B2B
The company CargoX Ltd emerged in the beginning of 2018 as the 
supplier of the first blockchain Bill of Lading in history, named the Smart 
B/L™. The company raced through the initial roadmap, and in summer of 
2018 the first global commercial shipments used the novel blockchain 
Smart B/L™. 

The commitment to the highest transparency standards made CargoX 
one of the most market-neutral companies in the logistics IT segment, 
with a clear message that, as an independent company, it is open to 
companies and organizations anywhere in the world.

CargoX’s laser-focused roadmap and rapid development has raised a 
lot of interest in logistics circles, which has been reflected strongly in 
the media and other circles related to supply chains. Consequently the 
company has managed to secure several strong partnerships in trade, 
shipping, finance, and governmental circles, solidifying its long-term 
position as an independent supplier of blockchain-based solutions for the 
supply chain. 

CargoX leverages the security and decentralization of the open 
blockchain and smart contracts for its CargoX Platform for Blockchain 
Document Transfer (BDT), which is now in its third development 
generation, succeeding the first CargoX Platform for the Smart B/L™. 

The CargoX Platform is non-exclusive, open 
to all interested parties.
The strength of its ecosystem, including partners from various industries 
and backgrounds, enables CargoX to (co)develop a set of exciting new 
solutions for various industries.

CargoX’s solutions are blockchain agnostic, but currently implemented 
with Ethereum technology, as it is the most robust blockchain platform on 
the market, with the strongest development community, strong industry 
support, and a rich roadmap of innovative future features. 
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CargoX currently uses the Polygon/Matic Tier 2 Ethereum network as the 
consensus for approving transactions. 

CargoX is fully committed to Ethereum as our public-blockchain platform 
of choice, inter alia because of the highest security and safety standards.

While all transfers of digital documents on the CargoX Platform are 
stored on a public blockchain, users’ identities are obfuscated by 
their blockchain addresses. Their real identity is only visible to others 
that participate in the same process of sending/receiving a specific 
document. Similarly the content of the document is securely encrypted 
and again visible only to involved parties.
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Simple and user friendly 
entry into the world of 
blockchain
We made the CargoX Platform for Blockchain Document Transfer (BDT) 
as easy and simple to use as possible. 

We know there is stress involved in sending the most valuable business 
documents in business on their way – either giving them to couriers or 
asking someone to deliver them to the exact person that needs to receive 
them. This is exactly what we wanted to simplify so that you do not have 
to lose any sleep about it. 

We joined the elements of the things that you already know into one 
powerful tool that you will love to use every day.

The CargoX Platform, intended for sending documents around the globe, 
while also irreversibly and unequivocally transferring the ownership 
of these documents, unites the following concepts: email, electronic 
banking, business networking, and cryptography. 

It is similar to email
Email is as omnipresent as air – so why 
not build a platform similar to email, so 
that users already know what almost 
every button does. You upload the 
document, you select the recipients, 
designate the release agent, and off it 
goes. 

You can see when it arrives – and 
you can also see when documents 
are arriving your way before they are 
delivered! Notifications and filters give 
you extra functions, which really helps 
you improve teamwork and workflows. 

Because this is a business solution, you 
can always designate levels of access 
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to message creation and sending, to better organize your document 
transaction flows the way you want – and your team members can be 
specialized for different tasks.

The platform is organized in a way that you are always represented as a 
company, not as an individual. 

… with elements of business e-banking
Email means simplicity, while e-banking is synonymous with security! The 
CargoX Platform is built atop an electronic distributed ledger. 

The blockchain tokens used to secure and transfer ownership of those 
documents sent through the CargoX Platform function in a way that 
resembles banking transactions – except that there is no central bank. 
The system is decentralized, which means there is no single point of risk. 
There are thousands of servers securing the transactions and making it 
possible. The only thing that reminds you of the underlying architecture is 
your blockchain key.
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… and even some business networking 
features
Some of the business networking features are amazingly simple.

Invite your business partners onto the platform. You just type in their 
email address and they receive a notification. Then your companies are 
virtually connected – and only you two know it; nobody else can see it. 

See a notifications pop-down menu with information about what is 
going on with your documents or business connections. Rest assured – 
information about your connections is never disclosed to anyone. 

Simple, but highly secure cryptography
We wanted to build the 
most secure platform 
possible for your most 
valuable document transfer. 

Yet we did not want it to be 
complicated, especially as 
regards the cryptographic 
features. So we integrated 
the cryptographic 
elements of the blockchain 
technology as seamlessly 
as possible – and many 
customers love how non-
intrusive it is. 

You can log in with your 
blockchain key, or your 
username, and you can 
always exchange your 
blockchain key for another 
one if you need to.
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Core industry 
compatibility & features
It is simple to say that the CargoX Platform for Blockchain Document 
Transfer (BDT) is the perfect tool for all industries where secure, efficient, 
and tamper-proof document transactions are an absolute must. 

Let us further clarify why the platform is so adaptable and customizable 
for different workflows. 

And do not forget – companies or individuals can simply use the CargoX 
Platform through a web browser, or integrate the 100% REST API into 
custom business workflows as needed. 
 

Transport & logistics
With the Smart Bill of Lading (Smart B/L, eBL, electronic B/L) feature 
integrated into the CargoX Platform, users can easily transfer Bill of 
Lading ownership together with other shipping-related documents. 
 
 

Manufacturing
Predictive analytics, inbound materials preview, workload planning, 
documentation consolidation, and secure document exchange. 
 

Trading
Escrow service capabilities, document tokenization and tradeability, 
advanced trade finance document workflows, analytics, and audit 
capabilities. 
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Finance
Digitization of paper-based document of title processing workflows, new 
financial product capabilities, advanced authorization methods. 
 
 

Energy
Guarantee of origin support, energy trade system workflow support. 
 
 

Services
Immutability for health care, travel & entertainment documents, and 
all other sensitive data, with a detailed audit trail for oversight and 
accountability. 
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Governmental agencies and administration
Implement the solution in various fields of governmental and agency 
work where extreme accountability, auditability, and legitimacy of 
document transactions and data validation are of crucial importance. 

Advanced workflow feature possibilities include:

Customs processing

Document, customer, and shipment preprocessing

Green lane workflow establishment

Centralized immutable archive with a comprehensive audit trail for 
various purposes

Custom workflow organization with multi-level, multi-user team 
hierarchies and processes
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Benefits 
The CargoX Platform is built to support a diverse multi-industry 
ecosystem, providing a backbone for the core document flow, with added 
functionalities for tight integration into business IT environments.

Among the key properties of the CargoX Platform for Blockchain 
Document Transfer (BDT) you will find the following.

Secure
Your B/L, or any other document, will never be lost, stolen, counterfeited, 
or damaged again. Decentralized, encrypted storage is 100% resilient to 
hackers.

Cost-effective
It is far easier and cheaper to send a document digitally and securely 
around the globe than it is to ship a piece of paper.

Fast
The CargoX Platform is lightning fast. This protects users from any 
potential cargo detention and demurrage costs.

User-friendly
As easy as email, but much more secure. Much, much more secure. 
Really, infinitely more secure.

Neutral
Your data is completely safe and well-protected from the curious eyes of 
the competition. 
 

Open
We will never lock users into private blockchains as we only use truly 
open and distributed public blockchain technology.
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Browser-only
No installation is required to start using the CargoX platform — just log in 
and start sending documents.

Interoperable
All platform APIs are exposed as REST interfaces for easy integration and 
automation.

Minimum investment
No need for software installation or expensive integration. Users can start 
using the platform in a mere matter of minutes!

Contactless
Document flow is completely digitized, so there is no need to handle 
paper documents. Exposure to physical media is eliminated.
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Features
The CargoX Platform uses a standardized functionality set to empower 
companies, organizations and individuals to seamlessly use the power of 
public blockchain to securely, transparently, quickly and reliably send their 
most important documents to their business partners. 

Among these features you will find:

Team workflow management

Use custom team setups to make use of vertical or horizontal 
organizational structures, by applying different access privileges to 
different users. All blockchain keys are managed in such a way that no 
document can be lost.

Network building

Invite business partners onto the platform in one easy step, to start using 
the power of the CargoX Platform for document transfer. 
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Blockchain document registration or transfer

Register documents on blockchain to provide proof of originality, or 
transfer the ownership to the next owner immutably. 

 
Blockchain envelopes and documents

Send individual documents, or envelopes containing document bundles. 

Custom attachments

Any transfer envelope 
can include any custom 
attachment – an invoice, 
receipt, warranty, or 
similar. Users can also 
add or remove them in the 
process.
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Support for structured documents
Documents with structured support can be filtered and searched, based 
on specific field values.

Returning documents to sender

Documents may be returned to the sender (refused).

Destroy (or rescind) documents

Issuers may destroy documents, but only when said documents are in 
their possession. Document destruction is recorded on the blockchain.

Document preview

Receiving parties in the workflow may preview the document in certain 
cases. This helps reduce costs and time, as the party can prepare for 
incoming documents in advance.

Full-text search

Easily browse through all your documents, contacts, Bill of Lading 
metadata, and other information.
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Advanced workflow functionalities

Documents can be previewed even when they are still inbound. Workflows 
are flexible, teams can be assembled from users of various levels, and 
in-platform messaging makes it possible to give simple instructions to 
recipients.

Validate the original source and prove ownership

Recipients can always validate the original source and prove ownership 
of their documents. A comprehensive document repository is available 
with comprehensive audit logs, and strict business confidentiality is 
maintained at all times.

In-platform messaging

Communicate your instructions about specific documents to your 
partners within the CargoX platform.
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User interface customization

Users can customize your document sending layout similar to your 
favorite email app, use the compact view, or even dark mode if you prefer.

The CargoX Platform is built atop neutral, public Ethereum 
blockchain technology

This ensures that there is no private blockchain lock-in with vendors that 
could potentially be your company’s competitors – and the decidedly 
neutral CargoX is committed to never giving out your private business 
information.
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Use case: Transport & 
logistics
The CargoX Platform for Blockchain Document Transfer (BDT) is a safe, 
smart, and cost-effective solution for the transportation industry. Unlike 
the old paper document transfer workflows.

The platform enables original and confidential transfer of trade 
documents in a trusted and transparent digital environment. Original 
document ownership is transferred digitally and without any health 
hazard.

 
Smart B/L = blockchain B/L = eBL = smart Bill of Lading 
 
 
 
A Smart B/L (or smart BL or smartBL, electronic B/L, or eBL) is an 
electronic Bill of Lading, sent through the CargoX Platform for Blockchain 
Document Transfer (BDT) or any other electronic platform. 

A smart B/L can be uploaded in the form of a PDF (or any other type of 
document). It can also be created as a structured data document and 
then sent or transferred on the platform, where it can trigger various 
processes and contribute to the data pool for various analyses and 
customs pre-screening.

Ownership of a smart B/L document is unequivocally transacted to the 
new owner, who can legally claim ownership rights.

The CargoX Platform supports various modes of transportation – ocean 
shipping, air freight, road freight, rail freight, and more. 
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An introduction to the Bill of Lading
Every sea transfer in the world starts with issuing a Bill of Lading 
document that acknowledges the receipt of the cargo. Bills of Lading 
provide a detailed report of the transported cargo and also include the 
shipping dates and the costs involved. This is a mandatory document, 
and every sea freight carrier has one.

Bills of Lading serve as a document of title to the goods in transfer. 
Anyone in possession of the document can claim the goods at the port of 
arrival, making it the most important document in the shipping industry. 
Usually insured express courier services (UPS, DHL, FedEx) are used 
for all three deliveries of the B/L document, because the Bill of Lading’s 
value is equal to the value of the cargo inside a container. The average 
container is worth around USD 60,000. 

This is too often still a physical, paper 
document.
The following diagram illustrates the typical life cycle of a Bill of Lading 
document.
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Exporter ImporterCarrier
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(Liner or NVOCC)
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1. The carrier/NVOCC/issuer creates the Bill of 
Lading for the receipt of the goods and sends it 
to the exporter (producer/shipper) of the goods 

by express courier service.

3. The importer takes over the goods at the final 
destination by presenting the Bill of Lading to 
the release agent. The Bill of Lading is usually 

again sent by express courier service.

2. After receiving payment for the goods from the importer/
consignee, the exporter sends the Bill of Lading to the 

consignee by express courier service.
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A Bill of Lading is also known as a contract of carriage and is a legal 
document that binds both parties (seller and buyer of the cargo) to the 
terms agreed upon.

Once the organizer of the transport receives the cargo at the port of 
shipment, the Bill of Lading is issued by the issuer – usually a carrier or 
NVOCC.

Once the B/L issuer receives the carriage payment, it sends the B/L 
document to the shipper, who is the owner of the cargo. It is not unlikely 
for larger accounts to have favorable terms allowing for a delayed 
payment. In such cases the B/L is transferred from issuer to shipper 
immediately after issuance. 

Once payment for the cargo itself has been processed, the shipper sends 
this original B/L document to the consignee (a buyer/importer of the 
goods, or in case of a L/C, to a bank). 

Upon the vessel’s arrival at the destination port, the cargo release agent 
asks the consignee to present the original Bill of Lading document, in 
order to release the shipment. 

Notification concerning a cargo’s arrival at the port of destination 
is usually sent to the notify party, whose address appears on the 
B/L document. This party is usually either the buyer or the importer 
(consignee).

Types of B/L documents
There are several types and purposes of B/L documents, and it is 
important to know which document to use for which cargo type and 
transport and processing method.
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Is there really no digital B/L?
There have been many attempts to introduce an electronic Bill of Lading, 
but none have garnered broad acceptance in the industry. 

Past attempts exhibited the following problems in their design:

A central, trusted authority was required to run the system.

The online settlement of value was impossible.

The rules governing the B/L exchange processes were not 
transparent.

Unrestricted and convenient duplication of anything in digital format

The most used “digital” B/L is the Telex B/L, but this has its share of 
problems as well, and as a consequence it is not so widely used. Besides, 
with the Telex B/L users still need to issue, transfer, store, and archive 
original physical paper documents, while the telex B/L might take up to 3 
days to arrive and cost up to 50 USD. 

Another option is the e-Waybill/Sea-Waybill (B/L sent by email, mostly 
used by carriers), but, as with any digital file, it can be copied and sent to 
multiple recipients, or even spoofed. One function of B/L is, of course, as 
a release for cargo – and this opens up the question of trust. When at the 
destination port several people want to claim the goods with a printout of 
the file sent by email – who is the real owner? An e-waybill cannot resolve 
the authenticity issue. 

Value proposition & benefits of Smart B/L
Create a Smart B/L quickly

Send B/Ls across the globe in minutes and track their progress

Only involved parties can see the state of the document

The B/L is securely encrypted and stored on a distributed storage 
system and visible only to involved parties

Completed B/Ls remain in the archive, accessible to their owner
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Who is it for?
The beauty of a Smart B/L is that all parties benefit from its usage. 
As a general rule of thumb, that means all entities of the global trade 
ecosystem can profit. 

This includes:

Since Smart B/Ls only optimize processes, time, and costs, but do so for 
everyone included, it is not a direct competitor to any of the listed entities. 
The only thing that becomes obsolete in our ecosystem is the expensive 
express courier service.
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NVOCC/logistics company/freight forwarder

Producer/manufacturer/exporter/shipper

Shipping line/carrier

Importer/buyer/consignee

Release agent

Importer's bank

Exporter's bank

Insurance companies

Authorities
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Comparison of Smart B/L vs. paper B/L

Various types of freight documents

Different documents can be created or uploaded to the platform, signed, 
and their ownership is then transacted in a trustworthy way, lightning-fast, 
directly to the intended recipient. Documents can be added, removed, 
returned, or destroyed. 

A one-stop-shop for the tamper-proof transfer of document ownership 
– master B/Ls, house B/Ls, Switch B/Ls, CRM, telex releases, express 
releases, sea waybills, air waybills, certificates of origin, and many more.

Created or uploaded Bills of Lading

If users create Bills of Lading through an existing system, they can 
be easily imported onto the platform. For agile companies, we offer a 
companion app to easily create Bills of Lading documents online.
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Flexible endorsement types

Smart B/Ls can be endorsed to a specifically named consignee, made to 
order, or designated to the current bearer.

Support for the L/C and escrow service workflow

Transfer documents to a bank for L/C processing or escrow service 
workflows. Banks join the platform just like other parties and guarantee 
payment for goods.

All sensitive global trade information is hidden from public view and only 
shown to the importer, the exporter, and the issuer of the Smart B/L; 
special care is taken to properly secure all information about multiple 
business interactions between the same peers. 
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The blockchain-based Smart B/L works in a similar way to tokens. The user can create/transfer/claim its ownership.

At the origin the carrier uses our dApp (or API call) to create a blockchain-assisted Smart B/L. After exporter pays 
the shipping costs, the carrier sends the Smart B/L to the exporter’s address.

After receiving the money for the goods from the importer, the exporter transfers ownership of the Smart B/L to 
the importer by using our dApp (or API call).

The importer can claim ownership of the goods at the destination port by presenting the Smart B/L token to the 
carrier or NVOCC at the destination by using our dApp (or API call).

At the destination the carrier releases the goods to the importer once the importer proves ownership of the Smart 
B/L token.
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Use case: ACI for 
customs offices
Global trade is set to benefit from numerous opportunities to digitalize 
key processes in everything from logistics, finances, and compliance to, 
as the most recent development shows, customs processing.

Technological advances over the past decade have powered the 
complete digitalization of business. The recent standardization of the 
electronic Bill of Lading in global shipping has provided the final building 
block to make goods in global trade, along with information about those 
goods, flow faster, better, and more securely around the world.

The stage is set for customs authorities and agencies focused on 
controlling the flow of goods and collecting duties in international trade 
to leverage these new technologies and facilitate smoother import 
processing, with far greater security and visibility.

Advance Cargo Information

A standardized, modern Advance Cargo Information process, compliant 
with the World Customs Organization’s SAFE Framework, provides 
customs authorities with information about cargo even before it arrives in 
the country of import. 

This enables the customs authorities to streamline their workflows, 
support pre-clearance of shipments, and conduct documentation checks 
even before shipments depart from the country of origin. 

WCO SAFE Framework

The WCO brings together customs organizations from 183 countries. 
It adopted the SAFE Framework of Standards to Secure and Facilitate 
Global Trade in 2005 to act as a deterrent to international terrorism, 
safeguard tax revenues, and promote trade facilitation worldwide.

The SAFE Framework is regularly updated to effectively address 
new and emerging developments in the international supply chain. 
In 2018, updates to SAFE included the Advance Cargo Information 
Implementation Guidance. 
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Electronic Advance Cargo Information (ACI) filing means records of 
information needed to identify high-risk cargo prior to loading and/
or arrival by WCO members. In this regard the WCO SAFE harmonizes 
the ACI information requirements for inbound, outbound, and transit 
shipments by providing the WCO Data Model, to ensure compatibility with 
cross-border regulators and international organizations.

Advantages of the ACI protocol for customs and 
customers

ACI-compliant pre-processing immensely benefits all parties involved. 
First and foremost, it results in clear visibility of inbound shipments to 
customs, reduced daily workloads for customs officers, and the ability 
to establish the practice of green lanes for known customers with a 
proven track record and simplified clearance processes upon shipment 
arrival. Yellow and red lanes allow customs officers to additionally verify 
documentation or conduct physical inspections of incoming shipments. 

The ACI process helps resolve congestion at customs clearance offices 
and terminals or seaports through improved predictive workload planning 
and organization. 

Implementing the ACI process prevents customs and tax fraud.

Non-compliance by the exporter 

If the exporter violates compliance in the importing country, the exporter 
must resubmit the document until the filing is accepted. The documents 
required for the declaration are usually the draft transport document, 
i.e., Bill of Lading, air waybill, railroad waybill, or similar, an itemized 
commercial invoice and itemized packing list, various certificates, and 
other documents required under the regulations of the country of import. 

ACI implementation worldwide

Today, ACI data is used in shipping worldwide. The most recent 
implementation is the United States’ STOP Act, which requires overseas 
mailers using the USPS system to provide advance electronic data on 
the sender, recipient, and contents of the mail, in order to better identify 
potentially illegal packages. 
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Another recent development is the European Union’s ICS2 scheme, 
which will require all express parcel carriers to provide an electronic 
Entry Summary Declaration (ENS) for all goods consignments they are 
responsible for bringing into the EU, while the existing Import Control 
System (ICS) will be phased-out by 2024.

According to research by IATA – the International Air Transport 
Association – at least 70 countries are already requesting ACI 
submissions with specific references to the WCO SAFE implementation. 

ACI on the CargoX Platform

Using the CargoX Platform for ACI, customs authorities no longer need 
to rely on declarations from importers. Instead, each document can be 
easily traced back to its origin, directly to the issuer, thanks to CargoX’ 
solutions based on the public blockchain.

The CargoX Platform for Blockchain Document Transfer (BDT) enables:

Customs processing workflows with Advance Cargo Information

Document transaction legitimization and data validation

Shipment pre-processing and safety evaluation

Centralized document storage with extreme cryptographic protection

Implementation of the CargoX Platform ACI functionality

Implementing this technology within the destination country’s 
customs system is straightforward. It requires minimal investment on 
the government’s part and provides levels of complete visibility and 
transparency not previously seen in international trading.
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Legal aspects of 
tokenized documents of 
title
Suggested additional reading

Patrick Vlacic, Ph.D., Bojan Cekrlic, CTO of CargoX: The Time is Now: 
Widespread Adoption of Electronic Bill of Lading (Il Diritto Marittimo, Anno 
CXXII, Fascicolo III, 2020)

https://cargox.io/blog/time-is-now-widespread-adoption-electronic-bill-
lading-ebl/

In accordance with international legislation and maritime regulations, 
Bills of Lading are private documents. As such, they can be exchanged 
between parties in any format and style, as long as the mentioned parties 
agree to such exchange. 

When using the CargoX Platform, the parties accept Special Terms & 
Conditions when they sign up on the platform. They agree that “(i)t is 
expressly agreed between the Originating User and CargoX as agent for 
each and every Subsequent User that each and every Subsequent User, 
upon accepting these ST&C’s and becoming a transferee of a Smart B/L, 
thereupon becomes a party to the Smart B/L by novation, such Smart 
Bill of Lading evidencing the contract of carriage between the Originating 
User and the Subsequent Users. In accordance with clause 8 below, 
each Originating User and Subsequent User has accepted that, firstly, the 
electronic signature on the Smart Bill of Lading shall have precisely the 
same force and effect as a manuscript or printed signature on a paper 
Bill of Lading and, secondly, the Smart B/L shall have precisely the same 
status and attributes as a paper Bill of Lading, and therefore the transfer of 
title and the transfer of rights and liabilities operate in precisely the same 
manner as if the Smart B/L were a paper Bill of Lading. All Users undertake 
not to deny these effects. Further, any third-party transacting on the basis 
of the Smart B/L likewise recognises and accepts that transfers of title and 
transfers of the parties’ rights and liabilities operate in precisely the same 
manner as if the Smart B/L were a paper Bill of Lading.”  
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No further contracts need to be put in place and no government 
regulation affects this agreement. 

It is important to note that the CargoX Platform is an IGP&I clubs-
approved solution and the Special Terms & Conditions are aligned with 
their requirements. Even so, CargoX is insured for liability in the event of 
disputes regarding the validity of the digital Bill of Lading. 

Lastly, blockchain is not a new technology 
and has been around for over 10 years. 
During this time, the public blockchain’s 
record has been successfully tested and 
accepted in courts of law in several cases 
across the world. 

National legal implications of electronic Bill of Lading 
according to ICC

To read deeper into the topic and specific national implications of 
using electronic Bills of Lading, we recommend reading through the 
International Chamber of Commerce’s document The Legal Status of 
Electronic Bills of Lading, published in 2018. They establish that “(t)he 
laws of most countries recognize the status of paper shipping documents 
in international trade, but it is not clear if the same legal status applies to 
the transmission of the data in electronic form.” They go on to analyze 
the situation in several countries, emphasizing that it is important for 
states to implement the United Nations Commission on International 
Trade Law’s (UNCITRAL) Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records 
(MLETR) to speed up the electronic document and records adoption and 
use.

The ICC emphasizes that “The systems that are currently best able to 
operate with eB/Ls are the "Club" systems, which are based on contractual 
arrangements agreed upon in advance between the parties. Will the law 
catch up with the technology so that rights and liabilities under an eB/L can 
be transferred without a specific contractual agreement? At present, that 
remains uncertain, but the adoption of the UNCITRAL model law by major 
trading countries would be a significant step forward.”
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As a failsafe, one of the demands of the IG of P&I to receive their approval 
was the possibility that the Smart B/L holder demand a transition to a 
paper B/L. CargoX enables such a switch to a paper B/L as follows, as 
explained in the Special Terms & Conditions: "At any time before delivery 
of the goods covered by the Smart B/L, the Originating User commits, at 
the request of any Subsequent User being the then holder of the Smart 
B/L, to accept the return of the Smart B/L, destroy it, and issue a paper 
Bill of Lading in its place. The paper Bill of Lading shall replicate precisely 
the wording of the Smart B/L, together with the terms and conditions 
contained in and/or incorporated by reference into the Smart B/L. The 
paper Bill of Lading shall state the date of issue as per the Smart B/L, 
the date of the switch to paper, and (except for cases of bearer or blank 
endorsed Bills of Lading) there shall be attached to the paper Bill of Lading 
a printout of the electronic record of Subsequent Users between the date 
of issue and the date of the switch to paper."

As evidenced by the case above, using a 
digital Bill of Lading is secure, and legal 
– as long as all parties agree to such an 
exchange.
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CargoX Platform and 
ecosystem
To build the ecosystem and drive the market, the CargoX Platform 
combines tools, rules, and protocols to ease and incentivize interactions 
between partners, to boost network growth and facilitate the exchange of 
original documents with the help of blockchain. 

The key elements of the CargoX Platform 
are:

CargoX B/L eXchange protocol for the registration and exchange 
of documents on the CargoX Platform for Blockchain Document 
Transfer (BDT). All functionalities are fully accessible via the CargoX 
Platform user interface, or through an API for integration into 
business software solutions.

Non-fungible CargoX ERC721 token for decentralized transfer of 
digital ownership/tokenized documents, such as B/L, L/C, etc. 

The CargoX Platform dApp – named the CargoX Platform for 
Blockchain Document Transfer (BDT) – is a web-based application 
allowing customers to interact with the smart contracts for 
registering, signing and transferring digital original documents.

The InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) – a distributed file system 
where the encrypted files are deposited in encrypted form, and 
which are then tokenized and whose ownership is transferred via 
blockchain.

The CargoX architecture
The platform powering the CargoX ecosystem is highly modular, and 
its architecture was designed to allow for a high degree of adaptability, 
upgradability, growth, and scalability, while at the same time ensuring the 
benefits of public blockchain – security, trust, and immutability. 

The easiest way to understand the architecture is to look at the data. 
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Data-wise the CargoX ecosystem consists 
of two parts: 

the on-chain data (public), and 

the off-chain (private) part 

On-chain data is used for registering an original document with 
blockchain and tracking the ownership of a document. This is the part 
where trust is the most important, as we do not want anyone besides 
the current owner of the document to have rights to change it (not even 
CargoX). 

The off-chain database stores all user data required for mandatory 
identification and verification of customers including everything required 
by regulators – like KYC (Know Your Customer). This is also where pairing 
of customers and their public keys is securely stored.

From the public blockchain perspective, storing original documents on 
a decentralized IPFS is also considered off-chain, as all confidential data 
is encrypted and hidden from the public. Although the principles of IPFS 
are similar to a blockchain in a sense that it is permanent and immutable, 
the fact that encrypted documents are only available to parties involved 
in a document transfer makes them similar to off-chain, but nevertheless 
guarantees a high level of trust, unobtainable with a private, centralized 
database.

Whenever we read/write on-chain data, the CargoX Platform smart 
contracts are used. When accessing off-chain data, the CargoX servers 
are used (also as a proxy for accessing IPFS).

Provided API functions enable access to off-chain data (serve as a proxy 
for accessing IPFS), and also offer simplified access to on-chain data, 
without the need of hosting or accessing a full Ethereum node (although 
this is possible as well).
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CargoX’s architecture consists of the:

Cloud hosting the public webpage and the CargoX dApp

Cloud hosting the CargoX core – the CargoX B/L eXchange Protocol 
(the logic) and the API (the interfaces)

Cloud hosting the CargoX Platform database

IPFS network hosting all encrypted data

Smart contracts hosted on the Ethereum blockchain (Polygon/Matic 
Tier 2)

Our thoroughly vetted smart contracts are deployed on the public 
blockchain (Ethereum/Polygon) and we are using a private network of 
encrypted permanent decentralized data storage (IPFS). 

Creation and storage of timestamped Bill of Lading 
documents

Once the original documents are created, they are stored in encrypted 
decentralized storage and referenced with a hash number provided by the 
storage.
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An original document is valid once it is stored in the decentralized storage 
subsystem and signed by an issuer.

An original document is registered with the blockchain when the hash and 
signature of the document are added to the document transfer contract 
on the Ethereum network or subnetworks (as proposed in the Plasma: 
Scalable Autonomous Smart Contracts whitepaper, by Joseph Poon and 
Vitalik Buterin). Only verified users can issue the signed original document 
on the document exchange contract.

We estimate that the number of Ethereum on-chain transactions 
generated by CargoX will grow steadily. While Ethereum is in the 
process of expanding the number of transactions it can process, we 
are also at work implementing some optimizations of our own. One 
such optimization is that we execute pre-signed transactions for our 
customers to help them save on gas costs (optional, but useful). Using 
this trick, we can also batch several transactions into a single one, and 
having one transaction get confirmed in a clogged-up network is an easier 
task than, say, getting 100 confirmed. This also relieves users of the 
hassle of appropriately setting gas costs, as we will use smart algorithms 
to do so even during congestion on the network. 

All parties in a document transfer are able to export the document in a 
printable form to be forwarded to any other party in need of a copy of the 
original document. Exported PDFs are clearly marked – “COPY”.

Proof of ownership and transfer of ownership of B/L 
documents

The original smart contract for document exchange tracks ownership of 
original documents. Ownership of the original document is implemented 
as an Ethereum smart contract and runs on top of the Ethereum 
blockchain.

At any time the ownership of an original document can be proved using 
the following scheme:

A challenge (random string) is created by the verifier.

The owner of the document signs the random string using the 
Ethereum address that owns the original document and publishes 
the proof together with the Ethereum address used to sign the 
challenge.
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The verifier checks that the signature is valid and that the Ethereum 
address used to generate the proof owns the original document by 
referencing the original document exchange contract.

The verification of proof of ownership can thus be implemented off the 
chain, making such transactions available free of charge.

Original document ownership is transferred using an on-chain transaction, 
which changes the owner of the original document. During the transfer 
of the original document, the original exchange contract verifies that the 
transferor of the original document is the owner and that the recipient's 
address is valid.

CargoX Document eXchange Protocol
The CargoX Document eXchange Protocol is the collection of rules and 
principles that define the services that jointly enable the CargoX Platform 
ecosystem and logistics services to work. The main role in CargoX 
Document eXchange Protocol is played by the CargoX smart contracts.

In the protocol, CargoX acts as the service provider that:

Defines the protocol rules (by updating the smart contract)

Approves new users on the platform (KYC)

The following services are also part of the CargoX Platform solution:

Creation and storage of timestamped original documents

Proof and transfer of ownership of original documents

Annexation of original documents

The only critical component of the document transfer service, as we 
see it today, is a dispute and problem resolution. In order to prevent 
centralization and degradation of the in-built trust of the blockchain, 
we do not want and will not have this power over our users and their 
documents. 

At the same time we understand that once something goes wrong, users 
will expect us to be able to solve their problem. 

Ethereum and encrypted decentralized storage act as the underlying 
technologies, offering open and non-exclusive access to the CargoX 
Document eXchange Protocol, fostering an open industry ecosystem.

Encrypted decentralized storage is used to store full original documents 
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and annexes. This simplifies referencing them in Ethereum contracts, 
provides adequate security, and lowers storage costs.

CargoX Platform smart contracts
The CargoX smart contracts are a suite of smart contracts deployed on 
the Ethereum network, and the same smart contracts are deployed on the 
Polygon network, too, which serves as a T. 

There are a set of smart contracts deployed to provide the following 
functionalities.

The CargoX Platform Users smart contract

This smart contract handles the registered users of the CargoX Platform 
(identified by their public key), their permissions, and their account status 
(active, KYC pending, inactive, disabled). To use the CargoX service as 
any party to a document transfer, regardless of the role, the user must be 
registered.

The CargoX Users smart contract allows for very detailed and granular 
user permissions, allowing companies to set up a complex hierarchy 
and different levels of responsibilities. Administrators can choose 
between various permissions, such as permission to add new users, 
to delete users, to create a new document, to delete a document, to 
sign a document, to transfer a document, to amend a document and to 
accomplish a document (e.g. release cargo). 

This means that a certain user can only prepare a document, but cannot 
sign it. This was a feature requested by the industry itself, where several 
employees create documents, but only their supervisor checks and signs 
them. After payment is received from the shipper (for example), another 
user from accounting transfers the document to the customer. This 
functionality will come in handy for enterprises and corporations with 
multiple agent roles.
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The document payment and credits contract

The document exchange contract

The document exchange contract implements the services of the 
CargoX B/L eXchange Protocol on the blockchain. The Ethereum 
document exchange contract defines the rules for the valid exchange and 
annexation of documents. It implements the following functions:

Issue

This function issues and registers the signed B/L document to the B/L 
exchange contract. Only registered and verified users are allowed to 
perform this operation (automatic lookup is performed by querying the 
B/L Users smart contract).

Transfer

This function allows the parties to exchange a document, thus 
electronically transferring ownership of the B/L document and the rights 
pertaining to the holder thereof. The document exchange contract tracks 
the ownership of the document. Only the current owner is allowed to call 
the transfer function.

Annex 

This function allows the rightful party to annex the existing B/L 
document. The hash of the amended document is changed; however, the 
ID remains the same, thus ensuring a reference to the previous hash and 
a trail of changes of the document.

The Gas Relay contract

The relay contract is an interface for gas abstraction on top of smart 
contracts. One of the main barriers to adoption is the requirement of a 
crypto-currency for executing transactions (e.g. ether or matic). The gas 
relay contract accepts EIP-191 signatures and calls other smart contract 
functions so that users do not need to worry about setting a gas price.
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The CargoX Platform API
The CargoX Platform can be accessed and used simply through a web 
browser. 

The CargoX Platform has an open API that allows unlimited integration 
options. 

Customers, resellers, or other interested 3rd parties can easily integrate 
complete CargoX Platform for Blockchain Document Transfer (BDT) 
functionalities into their existing business/enterprise software and enjoy 
all the benefits, without disturbing existing core business processes or 
retraining the workforce. 

Complete integration using CargoX API calls allows companies to 
maintain their current business software architecture and still transfer 
original documents on blockchain completely digitally. 

Enterprise suite of API calls

Blockchain documents can be handled through the API layer as part of 
the customer’s process automation solution. We provide a complete 
audit log of all document activity and offer insights into the customer’s 
document status.

A standards-based architecture was used for the creation of the CargoX 
API. Standard RESTful APIs ensure interoperability and the broadest 
possible support.

CargoX API – list of functions

The CargoX Platform is constantly being upgraded and developed. The 
list of available API calls is not final and will grow with the addition of new 
services and functions. 

For the latest version of API documentation, description and grouping of 
API calls, code snippets, and other examples, please visit our webpage 
https://developer.cargox.digital
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The CargoX credits
To simplify the use of the platform, we have decided to introduce an 
internal “credit” system. One CargoX Credit equals one dollar of payment. 
The creation (registration) and transfer of various documents through the 
CargoX Platform require various amounts of payment in credits for the 
fulfillment of the service. 

All documents have 10 years of digital accessibility included, or as 
defined in a specific local legislation.

Whenever the user creates and signs a document, the appropriate 
number of credits is taken from their amount – and if the credits are 
not available, the user is offered the option of transferring funds to their 
account on the CargoX Platform. 

How to pay?

Prepaid credits on the CargoX Platform

Users can prepay a certain amount of credits, with a certain amount of 
bonus credits delivered. For the current tariffs, please consult the price list 
on the CargoX Platform for Blockchain Document Transfer (BDT).

Payment via monthly invoicing

Contractual customers are allowed to issue document transfer without 
prepayment. 

At the start of every month CargoX will send customers an invoice based 
on the number of credits spent in the previous month.

We recommend monthly invoicing for customers exceeding 1,000 original 
documents per year.
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Security and safety
The security and safety of our smart contracts are assured through 
vetting and auditing. All production-ready CargoX smart contracts have 
been vetted by at least one independent auditing expert.

Additionally, any interested party can have our entire deployed smart 
contract code inspected by either their in-house team or by a number of 
external auditing professionals. 

We are confident that this assures the highest possible security 
of our core parts. When this is combined with the vast processing 
power that secures the consensus mechanism of the world’s largest 
public blockchain Ethereum (which is 100x stronger than any private 
blockchain), it just further fortifies the security of the CargoX ecosystem.

CargoX has a dedicated bug bounty program, stimulating researchers and 
white hat hackers to inspect our code and report any weaknesses they 
find.

The CargoX smart contracts and ecosystem are written by a team of 
experienced in-house developers and software engineers, using only 
the most secure and vetted libraries, with an emphasis on clear logic 
and simplified flow. The same libraries are also used in core Ethereum 
blockchain development, meaning they are inspected and scrutinized 
hundreds of times every day by the largest blockchain development 
community on the planet.

On the contrary, proprietary software teams generally consist of fewer 
people and do not always include necessary specialists, such as QA 
engineers, who help eliminate vulnerabilities. With proprietary/closed 
software solutions you have no option but to trust the vendor.
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About CargoX
CargoX Ltd is a global company specializing in document transfer 
solutions, based on blockchain transaction and an ownership validation 
platform. The core team of founders brings together more than 100 years 
of experience in the logistics, banking, programming, IT and blockchain 
industries.

Today, the company is building a network of partnerships with leading 
regional and global manufacturers and service providers, and team 
members are actively partaking in standard-forming bodies to ensure 
industry-wide interoperability.

CargoX’s in-solution development focus is on providing direct and quick 
benefits for users, providing clean workflows, a refined user experience, 
and future-proof, open architecture.

CargoX is not a competitor to logistics companies, as it brings value to 
the market and helps connect supply chain participants. Companies 
using the CargoX platform solution gain an immediate competitive 
advantage and improve profitability.

CargoX evolved its platform with new workflows to offer document 
transaction services to a broad spectrum of industries - manufacturing, 
trading, finance, energy, and services, among many others.

The CargoX main development office is located in Ljubljana, Slovenia 
(EU).

Contact us

General inquiries

info@cargox.io

 
User support

support@cargox.io
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Reference links
International Group of P&I Clubs: 
https://www.igpandi.org 

Ethereum 
https://ethereum.org

Ethereum for Enterprise 
https://ethereum.org/en/enterprise

Matic/Polygon 
https://polygon.technology

World Economic Forum Blockchain Deployment Toolkit 
https://widgets.weforum.org/blockchain-toolkit/index.html

Incoterms 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incoterms

Blockchain

https://qz.com/628581/blockchain-a-new-mechanism-for-trust-no-
intermediary-required 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDGq4aeevgY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gjwr-7PgpN8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-ab9was1p0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hYip_Vuv8J0 

Ethereum development 
Plasma - https://plasma.io
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CargoX resources
Webpage 
https://cargox.io

News 
www.cargox.io/news

Blogs and insights 
https://cargox.io/blog 

Demonstration videos 
www.cargox.io/videos

CargoX Platform use in transport and logistics 
https://cargox.io/solutions/for-transport-and-logistics

CargoX Platform use in other industries 
https://cargox.io/solutions/for-other-industries

CargoX Platform for governmental agencies and regulators 
https://cargox.io/solutions/for-regulators

CargoX Platform developer documentation & API 
https://developer.cargox.digital

CargoX Platform User Manual 
https://help.cargox.digital

CargoX Platform for Blockchain Document Transfer (BDT) login page 
https://cargox.digital 
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        WARNING:

Always check that you are entering the CargoX Platform for 
Blockchain Document Transfer (BDT) through the only  
legitimate URL https://cargox.digital
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Legal disclaimer
The purpose of this document is to present CargoX to anyone interested 
in using CargoX products and solutions, or entering into partnership with 
CargoX. This document is for information purposes only and it does 
not create any contractual relationship between CargoX and you as the 
recipient of this document. 

An updated version of documentation may be published at a later date. 

CargoX makes no warranties or representation as to the successful 
development or implementation of the project, or achievement of any 
activities noted in this or other documents, and disclaims any warranties 
implied by law or otherwise.
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